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Clinical research of yang xin tang’s treatment on obstruction of the heart qi deficiency syndrome by impacting metabolic pathway of 5-LOX
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Abstract: Objective: To investigate the possible therapeutic effects of yang xin tang on unstable angina (UA), study the related onset molecule that may cause UA and further analyze the mechanism of yang xin tang’s treatment on UA by the metabolomics of High performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS/MS). Methods: Random number table method was applied. One hundred and twenty UA patients were divided into group with traditional Chinese medicine treatment (M group, n=60) and group without traditional Chinese medicine treatment (N group, n=60). In the end of the study, only 103 patients (53 in M group, 50 in N group) completed the clinical research because of some irresistible factors. As for control group (C group), 50 healthy volunteers were selected. The traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) symptoms, angina pectoris symptoms, improvement of electrocardiogram (ECG), and the stopping or reducing condition of nitroglycerin in M group and N group after the treatment were observed and recorded. The HPLC-MS/MS was applied to analyze possible UA-related onset molecule and the RT-PCR was used to detect the expression of 5-LOX mRNA. Results: Compared with N group, improvement rate of angina pectoris symptom (P=0.019), that of TCM symptoms (P=0.042) and that of ECG (P=0.037), reduce rate of nitroglycerin stop (P=0.040) in M group significantly increased. The differences were statistically significant. Analyzed by HPLC-MS/MS, LTB4 was found to be the potential marker of UA. Meanwhile, ELISA results showed the LTB4 contents of plasma in M group and C group were lower than those in N group (both P<0.001). Results of RT-PCR indicated that the mRNA expression of LTB4 catalytic enzyme and 5-LOX of plasma in M group and C group were lower than those in N group (P=0.004, P=0.003 respectively). The differences had statistical significance. Conclusion: Adverse reactions caused by UA can be significantly improved by yang xin tang. Its possible mechanism is to treat UA by exerting an influence on the metabolic pathway of 5-LOX and then reducing the production of LTB4, so as to have therapeutic effects on UA.
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Introduction
Obstruction of the heart qi deficiency syndrome in traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), which is also named unstable angina (UA), is a kind of clinical syndrome between stable angina pectoris and acute myocardial infarction (AMI), clinical instability of which mainly depends on the instability of local lesion in coronary artery [1]. Specifically, it refers to the degrees, frequencies and inducing factors of pain of the patients with original stable angina pectoris change constantly in three months, exacerbate progressively or recover to be stable [2]. It can develop into AMI rapidly and even lead to sudden death. Today UA has become one of the major diseases leading to death and posed a serious threat to human health [3].

Chinese herbal compound yang xin tang is the result of Professor Zhou Yabin according to his years of abundant clinical experience and extensive expertise. It is processed on the basis of ancient prescriptions yang xin tang, which consists of astragalus membranaceus, poria with hostwood, Chinese angelica, ligusticum wallichii, ginseng, spina date seed, schisandra chinensis, fresh ginger, platycladi
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seed, red dates, dried tangerine peel, pinellia tuber, polygala tenuifolia, radix glycyrrhizae and spicy cinnamon. Modern research has confirmed its treatment effects on the improvement of myocardium. Yang xin tang can increase the content of 6-Keto-PGF1α in plasma and reduce the production of TXB2 by adjusting the function of vascular endothelium [4]. Thereby, it can protect ischemic myocardium and prevent the increase of the thickness of artery caused by high fat diet [5]. Besides, it can significantly prevent LDL-C, TG and TC from increasing and obviously increase HDL-C to regulate the abnormality of blood fat [6]. Yang xin tang can increase the production of NO and NOS to protect ischemic myocardium by adjusting the function of vascular endothelium [7].

This research was designed to investigate the therapeutic effects of Chinese herbal compound yang xin tang on UA, study the related onset molecule that may cause UA, thereby further analyzing the mechanism of yang xin tang’s treatment on UA through the metabolomics of HPLC-MS/MS.

Materials and methods

Diagnostic standard and TCM syndrome differentiation standard

Western medicine diagnosis standard referred to Nomenclature and standard for diagnosis of ischemic heart disease, which meant all the types of angina were UA except typical stable exertional angina. The features were as follows: 1) the angina was stable angina pectoris originally, and its frequency of pain attack within one month increased, its degree of pain attack aggravated, its time limit extended, its inducing factors changed, and its alleviation of nitrate drugs weakened; 2) the new angina occurred within one month and it was induced by light load and occurred at rest or induced by light activities; 3) electrocardiogram (ECG) showed that the downward segment of S-T segment was more than or equal to 0.05 mV, or T wave inversion and its depth >0.1 mV. Variant angina pectoris occurring with the raise of S-T segment also can be included [8]. TCM syndrome differentiation standard referred to TCM syndrome diagnostic standard related to coronary heart disease and angina pectoris included in Guiding principles of clinical research on new drugs of traditional Chinese medicine [9]. And it also referred to TCM syndrome differentiation standard of coronary heart disease revised by cardiovascular society of integrated traditional Chinese and western medicine [10]. Pathogenesis of obstruction of the heart qi deficiency syndrome included little blood deficiency, qi deficiency, blood running weakness, venae stasis and mind dystrophy.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

This study was approved by the medical ethics committee of our hospital and patients and their family members has signed informed consent.

Inclusion criteria: Patients who were corresponded to diagnosis standards, aged 40-70; the UA conformed to diagnostic standard of western medicine and TCM diagnostic criteria; the resting ECG was positive [the S-T segment depression ≥0.05 mV and (or) R wave as main lead, T wave inversion and its depth >0.1 mV; patients who signed informed consent willingly.

Exclusion criteria: The patients with chest pain caused by diseases like stable exertional angina, AMI of coronary heart disease or other heart diseases, climacteric syndrome, neurosis, hyperthyroidism, hiatus hernia, cervical spondylosis, aortic dissection or some other disease; patients with uncontrolled hypertension (systolic pressure ≥160 mmHg or diastolic pressure ≥100 mmHg), severe cardio pulmonary insufficiency, complete bundle branch block, diabetes severe complications or severe arrhythmia; patients with combined serious damage of kidney, liver, hemopoietic system and other body parts; the gestating or lactating women; patients with disability (deaf, blind, dumb, mental disorder, intelligence disorder or extremity disability); patients who were suspected or confirmed to have a history of drug or alcohol abuse; patients with allergic constitution (who were allergic to two or more kinds of drug or food); patients who joined other clinical research of medicine within the past one month.

General information

One hundred and twenty patients were all UA patients in TCM department of our hospital
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from December 2013 to December 2016. The heart function was classified from II to IV grade. All patients were divided into traditional Chinese medicine treatment (M group, 60 cases) and group without traditional Chinese medicine treatment (N group, 60 cases) using random number method. Due to some irresistible factors, only 103 cases of patients completed the clinical research in the end. And there were 53 cases in M group (male 27, female 26, aged 60.72±1.21) and 50 cases in N group (male 28, female 22, aged 59.68±1.33). Besides, 50 healthy volunteers were collected in control group (C group) (male 24, female 26, aged 59.91±2.01). The general information, such as course of disease, heart function classification and degree of education was compared (see Table 1). The differences had no statistical significance.

The prescription of TCM

This prescription was composed of 15 kinds of TCM like ginseng and astragalus membranaceus on the basis of traditional prescription of ancient yang xin tang. The ancient yang xin tang originated from Standard of diagnosis and treatment categorized formula-discomposure written by Wang Kentang of Ming Dynasty. The yang xin tang was mainly for the treatment of exhausted heart with slow blood slow and atrial fibrillation, its prescription was composed of poria with hostwood (wood removed), white poria (peel removed), astragalus membranaceus (roasted), pinellia tuber fermented medicinal, Chinese angelica, spina date seed (peel removed, stir-fry on the paper laid on the pan until perfuming), ligusticum wallichii (1.5 Qian each), polygala tenuifolia (kernel removed, soaked in ginger juice and baked), platycladi seed, spicy cinnamon, schisandra chinensis, radix glycyrrhizae (roasted, 0.5 Qian), ginseng (1 Qian), two cups of water, two red dates and five slices of ginger (Qian is a measurement unit in ancient China, 1 Qian is about 3.125 g). All these ingredients were boiled to one cup of liquid which should be taken before meals. The red poria and betel nuts were added for the treatment of slow internal water circulation and severe palpitation. In this prescription, ginseng and astragalus membranaceus were applied as primary ingredients (so-called monarch drug). These two kinds of medicine ingredients are both beneficial to lung and spleen and they also have tonic effects. Besides, red poria and betel nut are applied as supplements. These two kinds of medicine ingredients both are beneficial to heart and spleen and they also have tonic effects on the central body. Chinese angelica and ligusticum wallichii are also employed as supplements in activating blood, nourishing blood and promoting Qi.

Treatment methods

Only regular western medicine treatment was used in N group. While in M group, both regular western medicine treatment and yang xin tang (150 mL/bag, prepared by the pharmacy of the First Affiliated Hospital of Heilongjiang University of Chinese Medicine) were applied. Yang xin tang was taken once for every morning and evening for 28 continuous days. As for C group, no treatment was applied.

Observation of curative effects

After treatment, patients’ improvements of TCM symptoms, angina pectoris, nitroglycerin reducing or stopping and ECG should be observed immediately. TCM syndrome curative effect judgment standard: curative effect index (n) = (the total score before treatment - the total score after treatment)/the total score before treatment.
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treatment *100%. When clinical symptoms and signs were obviously improved, and the curative effect index (reduced score value) ≥30%, it meant effective. When the clinical symptoms and signs were not improved or became even worse or curative effect index (reduced score value) <30%, it meant ineffective. The angina pectoris symptoms improvement standard: when the symptoms disappeared or mostly disappeared or the degrees, times and lasting time of effective pain obviously reduced, it meant effective for angina pectoris I. When the symptoms disappeared or mostly disappeared or reduced to standard of degree II, it meant effective for angina pectoris II. When the symptoms disappeared or mostly disappeared or reduced to degree II, it meant effective for angina pectoris III. When the symptoms after treatments were as same as ones before treatments or became even worse, it meant ineffective. The standard of nitroglycerin reducing or stopping: when the nitroglycerin was completely stopped or reduced after treatments compared to the dosage before treatment, it meant reduced or stopped. When the reduced dosage of nitroglycerin was less than 50% or the dosage was even more compared to the dosage before treatment, it meant same or increased.

The curative effect standard of ECG: as for effective cases, the patient's ECG was recovered to "roughly normal" or reached to "normal ECG". Or the declined S-T segment was rebound for more than 0.05 mV but did not reach the normal level, or the R wave was the main lead and the inverted T wave became shallow (more than 25%). Or flat T wave got upright or the symptom of atrioventricular or intraventricular conduction block was improved. As for ineffective cases, the patient's ECG was basically same or S-T segment was declined for more than 0.05 mV when compared to ECG before treatments. Inverted T wave was deeper (for more than 25%) or the upright T wave got flat or flat T wave became inverted. Or the symptoms of ectopic cardiac rhythm, atrioventricular block and intraventricular block appeared.

The collection and conservation of plasma sample

First, draw 2 mL elbow vein blood from UA patients who finished fasting for great than or equal to 10 h. And use LEDTA for anticoagulation. Then put the collected plasma into eppendorf tube of 1.5 mL after centrifuged at 3000 r/min for 15 min. Keep the Eppendorf tube at -20°C for one week and then transfer it to refrigerator which is -80°C. Draw blood from patients of treatment group before and after treatment while draw once from the healthy volunteers before entering group.

Pre-test sample processing

The preserved plasma was naturally thawed and then mixed by a liquid fast mixer for 30 s and transferred to a high speed centrifuge at 10000 r/min centrifuged for 2 min. And 20 μL plasma was removed from the original sample, placed in a newly-marked EP tube, and then 10 times with 180 μL methanol dilution being added to the new tube. It was mixed by using a liquid fast mixer for 30 s, and then the mixed liquid was placed in a centrifuge and centrifuged at 13200 r/min for 5 min, and then 100-150 μL plasma was put into a test bottle for testing.

HPLC-MS/MS full scan test condition

Instruments [11]: API (spray ion source), LC-MS/MS 3200; mobile phase B, 10 mmol/L ammonium acetate; 0.01% formic acid; mobile phase C: acetonitrile chromatographic column: Eclip XDB C18 46 mm *150 mm, 5 μm, Aglient; sample volume: 5 μL; mass spectrometric parameters: CUR: 25.00; GS1: 50.00; GS2: 60.00; TEM: 550.00; DP: -50.00; EP: -10.00; ihe: ON; IS: -4500.00.

Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

Detection of LTB4 content in plasma: Venous blood samples of patients in M group, N group, C group were collected and placed in room temperature for 2 hours, and then 100-μL blood serum was collected. The expression levels of LTB4 in blood serum were determined by LTB4 ELISA Kit (R&D Company, USA).

Real time fluorescent quantitative RT-PCR

The expression level of 5-LOX mRNA was detected as follows: 1) total RNA of M group, N group, C group were extracted: 4 mL fresh venous blood was extracted from patients in M group, N group and C group respectively, and
Table 2. UA treatment comparison between M group and N group (n, %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Angina pectoris</th>
<th>TCM</th>
<th>ECG</th>
<th>Nitroglycerin stopping and decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M group (n=53)</td>
<td>51 (96.23%)</td>
<td>52 (98.11%)</td>
<td>40 (75.47%)</td>
<td>35 (66.04%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N group (n=50)</td>
<td>41 (82.00%)</td>
<td>44 (88.00%)</td>
<td>28 (56.00%)</td>
<td>23 (46.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ²</td>
<td>5.459</td>
<td>4.154</td>
<td>4.348</td>
<td>4.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Angina pectoris: cases of angina pectoris symptoms improvement; TCM: cases of TCM symptoms improvement; ECG: cases of ECG improvement; Nitroglycerin stopping and decrease: cases of nitroglycerin stopping and decrease.

anticoagulation was performed using EDTA. The nucleated cells were separated by lymphocyte separation solution and the total RNA was extracted using the high purity total RNA rapid extraction kit (Sigma company); 2) cDNA was synthesized by the reverse transcription of mRNA using first strand cdna synthesis kit (Sigma company); 3) the design and synthesis of primers: according to human 5-LOX, GAPDH gene sequence in Genbank, primers were designed by Primer 5.1 software and synthesized by the sigma company; 4) PCR amplification: the reaction was carried out using a full automatic fluorescence quantitative PCR instrument (CFX96 Touch™ Real-Time PCR Detection System). There were 0.4 μL upstream and downstream primers respectively, real time quantitative PCR reaction premix (2*) 10.0 μL and cDNA 2.0 μL (final concentration: 0.2 μmol/L) in the 20 μL reaction system; 5) amplification conditions: 95.0°C initial denaturation for 3 min, 95.0°C denaturation for 10 s, 61.0°C annealing/extension for 20 s, a total of 40 cycles, the solubility curve conditions were: at 70°C to 95°C, it increased 0.5°C per 10 s and the amplified products were analyzed and sequenced by solubility curve to determine product specificity; 6) results analysis: the automatic analysis of results was performed by PCR special analysis software BIO-RAD CFX Manager, the cycle threshold was negatively correlated with the initial expression quantity of mRNA, ΔCt value represents the expression, the target gene relative to the internal reference gene, ΔCt=CT₅-LOX-CT₆-GAPDH, meanwhile 2⁻ΔΔCt formula was used for relative quantification.

Statistical method

The data analysis was performed by statistical software SPSS17.0 and the measurement data was expressed by mean ± sd. The three groups of sample measurement data was measured by F test. The two independent sample measurement data was detected using t test. The enumeration data was expressed as a ratio, and measured by χ² test. The total ion current obtained by Q1 scanning was performed with data processing by the MZmine software, and then the processed data were then introduced into SIMCA-P software (version 11.5, Umetrics AB, Umea, Sweden) for the principal component analysis. Contrast analysis of patients both in UA and C group was finished using PLS-DA, and the comparison between two groups was carried out by t test.

Results

Comparison of treatment for UA between M group and N group

Compared with N group, there was significant increase in the improvement rate of angina pectoris symptoms (P=0.019), that of TCM symptoms (P=0.042), that of ECG (P=0.037) and that of the stopping and decrease rate of nitroglycerin (P=0.040). The differences were statistically significant (see Table 2).

PLS-DA analysis of the treatment group and the C group

After the data processed by MZmine was introduced into the software SIMCA-P11.5, the project was set up and work set was created. The data in treatment group and the C group were expressed as jb and jk respectively, and the PLS-DA model was assigned for matching [12]. The fitting analysis found that there were significant differences between the two groups of samples and found specific indicators might cause these differences through a large num-
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Table 3. Analysis of data sheets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>M/Z</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Pls-da</th>
<th>vip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 910</td>
<td>374.45</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>5.565</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 922</td>
<td>358.41</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>5.530</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 869</td>
<td>330.46</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>5.508</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 854</td>
<td>302.35</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>5.469</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 478</td>
<td>633.45</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>5.459</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 914</td>
<td>374.28</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>5.355</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 425</td>
<td>466.45</td>
<td>12.55</td>
<td>5.324</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>377.44</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>5.323</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 374</td>
<td>512.22</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>5.293</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 800</td>
<td>357.35</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>5.238</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Potential marker screening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Peak height in d VS m</th>
<th>NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7970</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>10, 11-dihydro-LTB4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6, 7-dihydro-12-epi-LTB4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of potential markers

MS/MS analysis was performed on the samples with higher relative content in all samples from the collected data sheets. Possible potential markers were screened through the MS/MS search library and MZmine search library, and significant changes of LTB4 were showed (see Table 4) [14].

Comparison of the contents of LTB4 in peripheral blood of three groups

ELISA results showed that the content of LTB4 in patients' peripheral blood of M group (P<0.001), C group (P<0.001) were both lower than that of N group. The differences were statistically significant (as shown in Figure 1).

Discussion

UA is common in adults who aged over 40. It will develop rapidly after the age of 50. The age analysis of this study showed that the patients’ ages mainly concentrated on the age between 50 and 70. For the elderly debilitated patients, their functional decline of five viscera leaded to the qi deficiency of the five viscera. After a long period of various treatments, people’s vital qi would become weaker. Such a vicious cycle would eventually develop into serious illness such as myocardial infarction and it would even threaten life. The development of TCM took the clinical curative effect as the core, syndrome differentiation and treatment and holistic concept as the theories and the thinking characteristics. The core foundation of TCM’s understandings on disease, clinical diagnosis and curative effect judgments was syndrome. Through a great deal of clinical practice, it has proved that TCM syndrome differentiation and treatment had good curative effects and obvious advantages.

Yang xin tang originated from Syndrome treatment criterion-miscellaneous diseases kind prescription written by Wang Kentang of Ming Dynasty. The composition prescription which composed of nourishing heart and tranquilizing drugs and invigorating qi and invigorate blood drugs was its distinctive feature. It mainly treated little blood deficiency, terrified restless. We found that yang xin tang could not only alleviate the pain of patients, but also reduce the morbidity of the disease and reduce the dosage of nitroglycerin in clinical trials [15]. The results of this experiment showed that the improvement of ECG results and the increase of the reduce number of nitroglycerin stop could be realized by yang xin tang. It confirmed the effectiveness of yang xin tang in the treatment of UA. The ECG of the study showed that S-T segment depression and T wave inversion
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Figure 1. Comparison of the contents of LTB4 in peripheral blood of three groups of patients. Compared with N group, *P<0.05.

Figure 2. Comparison of the expression levels of 5-LOX mRNA in patients' peripheral blood of three groups. Compared with N group, *P<0.05.

were markedly improved after patients using yang xin tang. This indicated that yang xin tang could improve the degree of myocardial ischemia.

Because the clinical angina pectoris is not only related to unstable plaque secondary thrombosis, but also associated with coronary artery spasm. Sensitive part of the coronary artery spasm is due to endothelial function disorders under pathological conditions, elevated endothelin, the decline of bioavailability which is caused by impaired nitric oxide synthase function, the increase of oxygen free radical in blood, thus leading to acute vascular stress and so on [16]. We speculated that some patients’ angina pectoris were mainly induced by coronary artery spasm, so when the condition was relieved, ECG had an obvious improvement [17]. At the same time, this study chose symptomatic improvement of TCM symptoms and angina pectoris symptoms to assess the influence of antianginal drugs treatment plan on quality of life of patients with stable angina pectoris. It was confirmed by the results that yang xin tang could significantly improve the patients’ symptoms of angina pectoris and TCM symptoms. The research on reduce rate of nitroglycerin stop showed that yang xin tang could significantly reduce patients’ use of nitroglycerin. Nitroglycerin is one of the most widely used drugs to treat angina pectoris. It made up decreased nitric oxide which was caused by endothelial injury through releasing exogenous nitric oxide, in order to play the role of relaxing vascular smooth muscle [18-20].

Some studies have pointed out that yang xin tang repaired damaged vascular endothelium by adjusting disordered endothelial function, so that restored the body's releasing ability. There were essential differences between exogenous release of nitroglycerin and its mechanism [21]. We could not ignore the drug resistance of nitroglycerin in clinically. At present, the effective way to reduce its drug resistance is to reduce the dosage of nitroglycerin [22]. As how to prevent or reduce the drug resistance of nitroglycerin, this study draw the conclusion that yang xin tang could significantly reduce the use of nitroglycerin in patients, and this conclusion had practical significance. The results also provide a clear clinical basis for drug combination of yang xin tang and nitroglycerin.

Metabolomics is an emerging science which studies organism’s endogenous metabolites quantity, variety and its change rules [23]. It mainly studies the endogenous metabolites of the whole organism, the systemic organ and its internal and external environment. It is an important component of systems biology. It provides new ideas and methods for the diagnosis and treatment of diseases and TCM syndrome research [24]. This study used ideas and methods of metabolomics research for reference. Obstruction of the heart qi deficiency syndrome was seen as a starting point. The research showed that through doing full spectrum analysis for the serum metabolic group of patients with UA pectoris and healthy volunteers, abnormal elevation of LTB4 was found in the plasma of patients. It confirmed that there were inflammatory responses in UA patients’ coronary artery endothelium. It would trigger
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5-LOX is a member of the lipoxygenase family, which is a key enzyme to catalyze the conversion of arachidonic acid to leukotriene [26, 27]. In this study, we found that 5-LOX significantly increased in the blood of patients with UA and the content of LTB4 subtype TLB4 in serum was significantly increased. And through the experiment, we found that yang xin tang could reduce the production of 5-LOX and the content of TLB4 in serum. Through the above results, it was confirmed that 5-LOX was involved in the metabolic pathway of leukotriene B4. Yang xin tang might improve the symptoms of patients with UA by reducing the production of 5-LOX and played an important role in patient’s outcome process. However, this study has not yet fully confirmed that yang xin tang achieved the mechanism of heart protection through the 5-LOX/LTB4 pathway, the relevant basic experiments should be further carried out: First, to determine that yang xin tang did reduce the expression of 5-LOX, while reducing LTB4 content, improving the disease status of UA mice and reducing the degree of myocardial injury; second, to confirm that after the use of 5-LOX inhibitor, LTB4 content decreased, UA mice disease status improved, myocardial damage decreased; third, to verify that LTB4 antagonist improved the outcome of UA mouse disease.

In summary, the adverse reaction induced by UA could significantly improve by yang xin tang. Its possible mechanism is to treat UA by exerting an influence on the metabolic pathway of 5-LOX and then reducing the production of LTB4, so as to have therapeutic effects on UA. However, due to the relative shortage of the sample capacity, it might have unavoidable error. In order to further prove the therapeutic effects of yang xin tang on UA, in the future research we will increase the sample capacity and improve clinical design, such as double blind, placebo control and so on.
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